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My pilgrimage to India 
 

December 15th, 2010  –  January 1st, 2011 

 

In September 2010, I decided to go on a pilgrimage in India with a group of 

devotees from the Van-Hanh Pagoda in Nantes. It took me two months to get 

everything I needed: airplane tickets, passport and visas. International law requires 

that your passport must be valid at least 3 months after leaving the country you are 

visiting. I was very happy waiting for the day of departure. 
  

But … (Why is there always “BUT”?) two weeks before the departure I 

suddenly developed health problems, and serious ones to top it off ! Should I 

cancel the trip? “No, I cannot” I thought. I had promised a friend to undertake this 

trip with her. A promise is a promise. I also made a commitment to the Abbott of 

Van-Hanh pagoda. I decided to go on the trip after consulting my doctors. They 

allowed me to take the voyage, giving me all sorts of advice - really orders. 

 

December 15th, 2010:  
 

The day of departure arrived – a little too soon for me. My friend’s cousin 

drove us to Bordeaux airport at 3 a.m. From there we took the plane for New Delhi 

with a stopover in Amsterdam. At Amsterdam airport we joined the other pilgrims. 

The biggest group was from Nantes, another group came from Denmark, and a 

lone woman from Germany. Together we flew to New Delhi and arrived at 1 a.m. 

on the 16th of December, 2010. Here two other groups were waiting for us, one 

from Australia and the other from Viet-Nam. A Vietnamese nun, Sister Tuê-Dam-

Huong who had studied Buddhism in India welcomed us and took us to a hotel in 

New Delhi to rest. There were four French women from Nantes. One Vietnamese 

lady among the faithful of Nantes, who knew Buddhist terms, acted as translator 

for the French ladies. 
 

Sister Tuê-Dam-Huong organized our pilgrimage from A to Z: hotels, 

restaurants, bus etc. We were 35 in total including Venerable Thich-Thiên-Huê 

from Viêt-Nam, Venerable Thich-Nguyên-Lôc, Abbot of Van-Hanh Pagoda, 

Venerable Thich-Nguyên-Hung and Sister Tâm-Nghia from Van-Hanh Pagoda, 
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Sister Tuê-Dam-Huong and the rest of us, mere mortals from all over the world. As 

the oldest I was given priority, a place in the front rows of the bus to be less 

shaken, because the roads were “infernally” bumpy according to the young people 

at the back of the bus. 

  
 

 
 

New Delhi airport with the Buddha’s hands as decoration 

 
Sister Tuê-Dam-Huong was a very meticulous organizer because she had 

experience. We all received an identical canvas hats to recognize each other easily 

and ensure that no one would get lost.  

On the bus we were asked to sit always in the same place and to check if 

our neighbor was there every time we boarded the bus before leaving a place; 

which was completely superfluous, because our Indian guide “counted” our heads 

very conscientiously each time. (I felt like a sheep!). 
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On the bus we had an Indian driver, an assistant-driver and an Indian guide. 

All three worked for us 12 – 14 hours a day ! 

 

The itinerary of our pilgrimage was chosen according to the proximity of 

the historic sites to the roads taken, and not in relation with the chronological order 

of events. The four main sites of our pilgrimage were: the place where Buddha 

Siddharta Shakyamuni was born, the place where he attained the Supreme 

Enlightenment, the place where he gave his first sermon, and the place where he 

went to nirvana. 

 

December 16th, 2010: 

 

We took the plane for Varanasi (formerly Benares). This first part of the 

trip in India was the only one we made by plane, other journeys were made by bus. 

At each holy place, the Venerable Thich-Nguyên-Hung explained to us what had 

happened at this place according to the sutras.  

I’ll try to note down here what I could hear and remembered between my 

coughing fits. At this time of the year, it’s cold there too, in India. After two days 

without exception everyone got sick. We all thought the weather would be mild in 

India and hadn't brought adequate clothing. We stayed two nights at Varanasi in a 

hotel. 

 

December 17th, 2010: The Gazelles park at Sarnath. 

 

We visited the Gazelles park where, after reaching the Supreme 

Enlightenment, Buddha Siddharta Shakyamuni gave his first sermon on the Four 

Noble Truths (Tứ Diệu Đế ) to the Kondana brothers who were his former ascetic 

friends and who had admired the prince for his rigorous ascetic practice.   

 

This sermon, called “The Setting in Motion of the Wheel of Dharma”, was 

translated into several languages and engraved on marble plates. I was so moved to 

see the Vietnamese version among the other versions near the statues of Buddha 

and the five Kondana brothers! 

 

In the park, young children were selling food for the gazelles, wild fruits. 

We were all so delighted to feed the gazelles, to stroke their heads and look them 

in their eyes; their eyes were so soft. All of a sudden I was struck by a pain while 

noting in their eyes deep sadness! (The park had a solid wire netting !!!) 
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The Vietnamese version of the sutra “The Setting in Motion of the Wheel of Dharma” 

 
 

What are the Four Noble Truths?  
 

The Venerable Thich-Nguyên-Hung explained to us. They are: 

 

* The truth of suffering, 
* The truth of the causes of suffering, 

* The truth of the end of suffering, 

* The truth of the path that frees us from suffering. 
 

i/ The Truth of suffering: It’s the easiest to see, the most frequent 

among all the states of human being. The life that we know is full of 

suffering: birth is suffering, old age is suffering, to be sick is suffering, death 

is suffering, to be bound to someone we don’t like is suffering, to be 

separated from the ones we love is suffering. This term of suffering is also 

translated by dissatisfaction for what it means is much more than merely 
physical pain. 
 

ii/ The causes of suffering : The second truth concerns the origin of 
suffering, or more exactly the constituent causes of suffering. It’s the 

diagnosis of the doctor specifying the germs of the disease and anticipating 

their actions. 
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iii/ The end of suffering: In contrast with the first truth on suffering, the 

third truth is a soothing picture of the patient’s state when he is definitively cured. 

It shows the real nature of the patient’s spirit; after he is freed from all the illusion 

veils that hinder him and make him suffer unnecessarily. 

 

iv/ The path that frees us from suffering: This fourth truth contains the 

various means that can wipe out the very causes of suffering before they may 

appear. It’s the wonderful therapy to cure all the diseases of the body and the soul. 

It’s the radiant path to nirvana. 

 

The Four Noble Truths are often compared to the process of cares provided 

by a doctor. He observes the symptoms, makes the diagnosis of the disease, finds 

the ways to cure it and prescribes the remedy. 

 

 

 
 

The gazelles Park 

 
 

Why did Buddha choose to appear in this country?  

 

The Venerable Thich-Nguyên-Hung explained to us, the evening after the 

meal: 
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* It’s a country where injustice is particularly prevalent because of the 

division of the society into “castes”. There are four different hierarchical, 

endogamous, hereditary castes, and a 5th category called “out-caste” where are 

classified the “untouchables”, considered as dirty, tainted, the lowest, and most 

despised class of the society. Buddha was the first revolutionary in human history 

to have wanted to abolish this injustice. He said: “there are no social different 

classes when our tears are equally salty and our blood equally red”. 

 

* It’s a country where there are so many different religions, more than 90, 

but none of these religions can answer the question “How to put an end to our 

suffering”. The teaching of Buddha shows us the path of salvation. 

 

* It’s one of the oldest civilizations in the world. Buddhism, the flower of 

this civilization, is a message of love and wisdom, the path to supreme happiness. 

 

* Finally, it’s a poor, very poor country full of misery and suffering, only 

the compassion of a Buddha or a Bodhisattva could save it. 

 

December 18th, 2010: The Ganga River in Benares. 

 

The Ganga River holds a very important place in the life of the Indians, not 

only on the geographic and economic level, but it also holds a sacred character 

related to religion. The Ganga, a river of 3090 km, born in the Himalaya - the roof 

of the world, flows down into the Bay of Bengal through Kanpur, Benares, and 

Patna… 

 

Indians: Hindu, Muslim, Sikh, Jaïnist ... etc. etc. ... believe that the water of 

the Ganga has the power to purify the soul of the dead, and direct it straight to 

paradise. Moreover, in India there is a religion that venerates Water.  

 

But in the Buddhist sutras, there is only the mention of “Ganga’s sand” 

(Hằng-Hà sa) to designate an incommensurable figure that cannot be evaluated, 

like the sand grains of the Ganga River. Indians also believe that fire has the power 

to purify the souls of the dead (there is also in India a religion that venerates Fire). 

Thus the Indian custom since the beginning of time wants the dead to be burned, 

and their ashes thrown into the Ganga. 

 

Buddhists represent no more than 10% of the Indian population. 
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Here we rented a little boat to go off, far from the shore, to lay small 

hollow floating plates, filled with flowers (carnations) and each carrying a small 

candle. These gestures are symbolic, accompanied by our prayers, to guide and 

enlighten wandering souls to find the right path. 

 

Along the bank, people bathed, washed their clothes and utensils. 

Multicolored saris were drying, lying on the steps, which made the banks of the 

Ganga very colorful. Also, along the riverbanks sometimes we could see a cement 

platform to cremate the death and stocks of firewood. 

  

The rich can get a lot of wood, their bodies will be well incinerated, there 

will remain only ashes. The poor who can just afford some twigs, their bodies 

sometimes are only half-burnt, and would be thrown as they are into the Ganga !!! 

 

After only a few trips, we found that the Indians in these small towns are 

very poor, given the innumerable huts along the roads (yet if they could be called 

'huts'). Everywhere there are beggars, hundreds of them, men, women, children, 

disabled... especially in holy places where there are tourists on pilgrimage. 

Everywhere poverty and misery prevail. 

 

India is a country of dust! Roadside leaves are covered with a thick layer of 

dust, so thick that rain cannot clean them. Cows are wandering freely in the streets, 

it's up to cars to avoid them. Their excrement is used as fuel for heating, after being 

compressed by hand in small round cakes, flattened and dried on the grass or glued 

well aligned to the walls. (I originally thought it was a kind of bare wall 

decoration ! ) 

 

The vegetables in the markets were very tender, fresh greens and all the 

varieties (or almost) we found in Viet-Nam. Surely they are very “ORGANIC”, 

grown with natural manure, feces from cows, pigs (and maybe from humans too !). 

We were advised to drink only bottled water, even to brush teeth. “Are the 

vegetables in our plates washed with bottled water?” I asked myself. The first 

night, when we arrived at the Viên-Giac pagoda in Bodh Gaya, after a long day’s 

tiring trip by bus, we were all very hungry. We were so happy to see us being 

served with the delicious “bún riêu” soup along with green salad, fresh and tender! 

We all so enjoyed our dinner after three days of Indian curry in the hotels. The next 

day everyone had “stomach ache”! I said to myself  “we must wash vegetables 

with potassium permanganate!” 
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We arrived at the Viên-Giac pagoda in Bodh Gaya around 7 p.m. It was 

already dark. The Pagoda was less than 10 minutes from the Mahabodhi Park.  

The Pagoda has several rooms, enough to accommodate us all, with a 

minimum of comfort, a large dining room and a spacious prayer room. Every 

evening we prayed together, or we listened to the Venerable Thich-Nguyên-Hung 

explain the sutras. 

 

December 19th, 2010: The Mahabodhi Park at Bodh Gaya. 

 

Every day, at 5 a.m. we walked to the Mahabodhi Park to pray near the 

ficus tree where Buddha Siddharta Shakyamuni reached the Supreme 

Enlightenment. Sister Tue-Dam-Huong gave each of us a small flashlight.  

 

 
 

 
 

The Mahabodhi Temple 
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A high wall in concrete surrounded and protected the foot of the tree. In 

reality, the original tree under which Buddha was sitting in meditation until his 

Enlightenment, had been destroyed many times after many religious wars. It has 

been replanted each time from a Sri-Lankan cutting. According to an English 

archeologist, the last replacement would have been made nearly 120 years ago. 
 

Next to the ficus tree, a pyramid-shaped temple more than 60 meters high 

was erected around the 3rd century B.C. by Emperor Ashoka (A-Dục). Through 

the centuries, this temple has been restored several times. 
  

The base of the temple is a square measuring more than 35 meters each 

side. Around the temple there is a large path paved with white marble. This is the 

heart of the meditation park. The temple is in a valley. From the entrance, you have 

to go down many flights of stairs. The faithful and pilgrims come here to pray or 

meditate while walking. That’s why we came here every day early, at 5 a.m. to be 

able to find a place for all of us, 35 persons. There were other groups of pilgrims: 

Thais, Japaneses, Chineses, Tibetans … and Vietnameses too. 
 

In the main hall of the temple, there is a great sitting statue of Buddha. The 

faithful jostled in the room which had become far too narrow.  Some brought in 

offering pieces of yellow silk. Each time, the monk in charge of the temple 

changed the draping of the Buddha statue many times a day. 
  

I thought about the anecdote told by the Venerable: When Buddha came 

back to his native land after reaching enlightenment, his foster mother, queen 

Maha Gautami, made him yellow brocade togas. Buddha refused, saying that he 

already had his three togas, and that it was sufficient. In the regulations of the 

Sangha (spiritual community) fixed by the Buddha himself, each monk is entitled 

to only three togas and one bowl. 
 

Our pilgrimage coincided with the visit of His Holiness the Karmapa-

Lama. This one is the 17th reincarnation of an old master in the past. The 

meditation park was full of Tibetan monks wearing yellow or red togas 

and occupied all the staggered lawns of the park.  
 

The temple and the park were decorated with flowers, real flowers, 

particularly yellow marigolds and red carnations strung in garlands. The statues of 

Buddha inside the temple or in the park and on the walls of the temple, all had a 

garland on their shoulders. (maybe because of the Karmapa-Lama’s visit?) 

Everywhere, there were golden leaves adorned the statues and the walls. 
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After leaving the palace, and during his wandering in search of the Truth, 

the prince Siddharta Gautama of the Shakya Clan met a group of ascetics, the 

Kondana brothers, and followed them. After 6 full years of strict and austere 

practice, the prince became skeletal, and was nothing but skin and bones. One day 

he went to the river to take his bath and fainted. A young villager girl named 

Sujata, who happened to be there, offered him a bowl of milk which revived and 

saved him. The prince then understood that to mortify the body, doesn’t lead to 

enlightenment (or supreme knowledge). He threw the bowl into the river saying to 

himself “if I don’t find the way of salvation, this bowl will follow the current and 

go to the sea”, but the bowl turned upstream. (That river, the Nairanjana, now dried 

up, is nothing more than a sandbank).  

 

The prince decided to leave that place. He gave up his ascetic practices, and 

lived neither to one extreme nor the other, conscious of the profound significance 

of the Middle Path. He went to a dense forest and chose to sit under a ficus tree and 

vowed not to leave this place until reaching Illumination (awakening).  

 

 

 
 

A detail of the Mahabodhi temple 
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The birds and other animals from the forest brought fruits to feed him. One 

day, a shepherd going that way, seeing the prince sitting directly on the soil, on 

rocks, offered him his bales of freshly cut grass to make a soft cushion. That 

cushion later became a “diamond throne” (kim cang tọa). 

 

After 49 days of meditation the prince reached the Supreme Enlightenment, 

and became Buddha Siddharta Shakyamuni (Phật Thích-Ca-Mâu-Ni). 

 

He was 35 years old. 

 

The ficus tree under which Buddha meditated, was then called “Bodhi”  

(Bodhi = Bồ đề = Enlightement) and became a sacred tree (ficus religiosa), the 

symbol of Buddha’s teaching. In 288 B.C. a branch of this original Bodhi tree that 

broke loose, was brought to Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylan) by the Emperor Ashoka’s 

daughter, Sanghamitta. The King of Sri Lanka planted the cutting with great pomp 

and ceremony.  

 

This Bodhi tree in Sri Lanka is the oldest tree in the world planted by 

human. The present Bodhi tree in Mahabodhi Park at Bodh Gaya is therefore a 

“descendant” of the original Bodhi tree under which Buddha Siddharta stayed until 

his Enlightement. 

 

December 20th, 2010: We stayed at Bodh Gaya for several days. 

 

We visited several pagodas in the area: Tibetan, Japanese, Khmer, Thai, 

Chinese, and Vietnamese pagodas... 

 

There are many Vietnamese pagodas in this region. They are all very large 

and luxurious. We visited one. It was nearly dark when we arrived there. It had a 

high and long flight of stairs of nearly a hundred steps leading directly from the 

front ground to the great hall of the altar. It had two big dragons along the 

banisters, all in solid marble. The garden was huge with here two big storks in 

white marble, there a big elephant, at the other corner a bench in marble in the 

shade of a bodhi tree, further on a small bridge spanning over a trickle of water 

bordered by a few tufts of bamboo, and still further on a small pool with water 

lilies … etc … etc… In broad daylight, it must be wonderful, sumptuous!  

The construction of the pagoda was not yet completed and seemed to be 

abandoned, due to lack of funds. The venerable responsible was probably waiting 

for more donations from the faithful. 
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We visited a school. This one had an infirmary to treat illnesses, small 

minor injuries of the students, and also of the people of the village and the 

surrounding area. On the wall there were drawings saying: “you have to brush your 

teeth”, “You have to cut your nails”, “you have to take your bath regularly” 

etc…etc… Just with that, it's easy to understand that the notion of hygiene in these 

villages leaves much to be desired. The infirmary had only dried plants 

(medicinal?) !!! 

 

 

 
 

A lesson on hygiene 

 

 

December 21st, 2010: 

 

In the front yard of the Japanese Pagoda near Bodh Gaya, there was a great 

statue of Buddha sitting, the biggest in the world, it was said. At the foot of the 

statue were the statues of his ten chief disciples: 

 

Ananda: (A-Nan) A cousin and personal attendant of Buddha. He had an 

infallible memory. He was the one who recited the teaching of Buddha, beginning 

always with: “Thus have I heard…” (Như thị ngã văn…)  

 

Sariputa: (Xá-Lợi-Phất) The eldest of all the disciples of Buddha. His 

wisdom was incomparable. 
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Puna: (Mạc-Từ-Tử) Very merciful. He knew lots of medicinal plants and 

excelled in the composition and mixing of various plants to cure different sickness. 

 

Mahakaccana: (Ma-Ha-Ca-Chiên-Diên) The most eloquent preacher of 

Buddha’s disciples, able to answer all the questions. 

 

Rahula: (La-Hầu-La) The son of Buddha. After having 1250 disciples, 

Buddha went back to his native land. Princess Yasodhara, Rahula’s mother, from 

her window, said to her son: “The man at the head of the group who enters the 

imperial court is your father. Go to him and claim your part of inheritance”. Rahula 

ran to meet his father, and Buddha authorized his son to follow him. He was the 

youngest disciple when he joined the Sangha. He was only 9 years old. 

 

Subhuti: The one among the disciples who best understood the principle of 

non-substantiality.  

            Every object or phenomenon is “empty” of its own existence (or substance) 

and depends on innumerable influences to “exist”. All physical or psychic 

phenomena is both conditioned and conditioning, nothing is isolated from that 

which accompanies it, precedes it and follows it because all phenomena are both 

causes and effects, it is the conditioned production. According to Buddhism, non-

substantiality is the true nature of everything and nothing has its own existence. 

 

Upali: (Ưu-Bà-Ly) He was a barber. King Suddhodana decreed that at least 

one member of each noble family of the kingdom should follow the teachings of 

the Buddha. Upali, who shaved the heads of the princes and counts, kept crying. 

Then these nobles asked him why he was crying when shaving their heads. He 

answered, “I am from a subordinate caste, I will never be able to follow the 

Buddha”. This story reached the ears of the Buddha and Upali was allowed to join 

the sangha. 

 

Mahakassapa: (Ma-Ha-Ca-Diếp) Amongst the disciples, he preached the 

most rigorous asceticism. He always went to the poorest villages to ask alms. One 

day he went to a very poor old woman with leprosy in the last stages of the disease. 

The woman told him that she had nothing in the house to offer. Mahakassapa 

pointed to a bowl of milk half empty on the table. The old woman was very 

frightened, because she would never dare give a bowl of half-consumed milk as an 

offering. But Mahakassapa insisted. She took the bowl in her hands and went to 

him; but on the way one of her digits, rotten by disease, fell into the bowl. 

Mahakassapa swallowed what was left of the milk. The old woman was admitted  
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to heaven. Mahakassapa is the one to whom Buddha offered half of his throne, and 

to whom he assigned the responsibility of keeping his togas and bowl to hand them 

over to the Buddha of the future. 

 

Mahamoggattana: (Mục-Kiền-Liên) The first among the disciples with 

supernatural powers. He once went to another world to look for food for Buddha, 

because it was reigning in this earthly world a severe famine. He saved his mother 

from hell, a story we know well from the Ullambana sutra (Kinh Vu-Lan). 

 

Anuruddha: (A-Nậu-Luật-Đà) From the Shakya clan, cousin of the 

Buddha. He was the first in regard to the divine eye. 

 

 
 

 
 

The statue of Buddha sitting at the Japanese temple 
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Among the Buddha's disciples, two were not allowed to go to Nirvana: 

Mahakassapa had to stay in this world, to keep Sakyamuni Buddha's togas and 

bowl to hand them over to the Buddha of the future. The second was Pindola 

Bharadvaja (Tân-Đầu-Lô-Phả-La-Đọa). This one also had supernatural powers. 

In the village there was a man who was having fun always making his offerings to 

the monks in a basket hung on the top of the trees; Pindola often used his magical 

powers to pick them up. But Buddha banned the use of these powers in front of the 

villagers, to prevent these people from believing that the Buddha teaching’s 

purpose was to obtain magical powers. Pindola was then sent to another world. 

Years later, his fellow disciples, who loved him because of his cheerful temper, 

asked the Buddha to allow him to come back to this earthly world. Buddha 

accepted but forbade him to enter the Nirvana, he had to stay in this world to bear 

witness to the faithful who make offerings. 

 

In the Khmer Pagoda, there was a painting of a pregnant woman, standing 

in front of an audience and pointing an accusing finger at the Buddha. "He is the 

father of the child that I carry in my womb" said our venerable Thich-Nguyên-

Hung with the accent of an angry-fishmonger woman. But after that the woman 

stumbled and fell in front of the public. The pillow she was hidden in front of her 

belly fell to the ground, according to the story. We all had a good laugh at the 

Venerable’s humorous way of telling the story. 

 

December 22nd, 2010:  

 

Visit Mount Kukkutagiri, where the cave of Mahakassapa was located. I 

couldn’t go. The climb to the cave was very abrupt and perilous. I was too sick that 

day. I regret very much now that I could not go. In the afternoon we visited the 

village of the young Sujata who offered to the Buddha a milk bowl before his 

Illumination, and the old place of the shepherd's house, who offered to the Buddha 

the grass bales. 

 

December 23rd, 2010:  

 

We visited a school run by a Vietnamese sister, Sister Tu-Tâm, and 

distributed gifts to the students (notebooks, pens, pencils, erasers etc. and ... 

sweets). Afternoon: Visiting the Tapovana Forest where Buddha spent 6 years 

practicing asceticism, near the Nairanjana River. The hill was quite high, but the 

path to the top had been laid out and paved. You could buy canes, or rent 

“palanquins” (a structure for transporting one person. It consists of a box that is 

carried by two people by means of two long poles). 
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I was able to walk up to the top, but had to stop several times to catch my 

breath. Among the youth of our group, there were some who climbed to the top by 

“prostrating themselves every three steps”. By the roadside, there were many 

monkeys. Tourist pilgrims bought biscuits sold by the roadside to throw them to 

the monkeys, while not paying attention to the many beggars there. It deeply 

revolted me. 

 
 

 
 

Buddha’s cave at the Tapovana forest 

 
 

December 24th, 2010: Visit of Mount Gijjhakuta where Buddha taught the 

Lotus Sutra (Diệu-Pháp-Liên-Hoa kinh) and many other sutras of the Great 

Vehicle. 

 

Visit of the prison (ruins) where King Bimbasara was locked up by his son 

Ajatashatru. From the screened window of the prison, the king could see Mount 

Gijjhakuta, where Shākyamuni Buddha stayed. It was a great consolation for the 

king, because he was one of the Buddha’s most faithful.  

We visited the ruins of the palace of Queen Vaidehi, wife of Bimbasara. 

Here the queen asked Buddha to teach her how to be reborn in a place where peace 

reigns, and where there would be no suffering. Buddha taught her the practice of 

evoking the name of Buddha Amitabha and the sutra of Amitāyur-dhyāna. It is said 

that the queen was able to visualize the Pure Land of Amitabha. 
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It was the anniversary of the birth of Buddha Amitabha (Phật A-Di-Đà). 

Buddha Amitabha is distinguished for his 48 great wishes formulated with respect 

to all beings (“…Tứ thập bát nguyện độ chúng sanh”… as in the sutra we have 

often recited). The 18th one hereafter, very known, concerns the practice of calling 

his name, that is to say to take refuge in him: 

 

             “If, when I reach Buddhahood, all the beings who sincerely trust me 

completely, wish to be reborn in my land, call my name, even just 10 times, and not 

be reborn in my place, may I not realize Supreme Awakening”. 

              

Anyone, educated or illiterate, rich or poor, in any circumstance, can 

invoke the name of Amitabha, even only 10 times, and he can be reborn in the Pure 

Land of Buddha Amitabha. 

 

In the evening: The buddhist baptism of five members of our group at 

Mahabodhi temple. It was the last day of our stay in Bodh Gaya. I suddenly felt a 

tinge of nostalgia... 

 

 

 
 

One of the many sites where Buddha has given sermons 

 

 

December 25th,  2010: On the road to Nepal, we visited Kiêu-Dàm-Di 

pagoda of which a Vietnamese sister was in charge, and other holy places. 
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The university of Nalanda: In the north-east of India. 

 

The university is now only a ruin, with remains of walls, and excavated 

foundations on a very large area. The university was rebuilt around the 5th century 

AD and considered as an architectural masterpiece. It was the first university in 

Buddhist history in India, and it was the first residential university in the world. 

The university had grown quickly and was internationally renowned for attracting 

student monks from Tibet, Burma, China, Indonesia, Korea, Japan etc... In its 

heyday the university had more than 10,000 students. 

 

Xuanzang (Huyền-Trang), the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, famous and well 

known thanks to his classic novel “Journey to the West Pilgrimage” (Tây du ký), 

studied here, brought back a large number of texts in Sanskrit and Pali with him, 

and then translated them into Chinese language.  

 

Buddha Shakyamuni is mentioned to have stayed several times in Nalanda; 

he usually lived in the “mango garden” (vườn xoài).  

 

 

 
 

The ruins of Nalanda University 
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Many monkeys have made their home here on the campus of the university. 

They were very bold. Someone shouted behind me, “Watch out for the monkeys! 

They snatch out the bags from the pilgrims, thinking that there is food, because 

often the pilgrims give them to eat”. I thought with a lot of fun “If they really 

snatch out our bags, how can we get them back?” They jump from one tree to 

another, from inside the enclosure, to outside...! But this made me think: I have not 

seen pickpockets in the streets since we came to India. This was a positive point. 

Then another thing that I noticed: The people here live peacefully with each other, 

the houses are side by side, there are no hedges, no separations between houses, 

there is no notion of  “this is mine”...  

 

December 26th, 2010: Vaïsali 

 

Visit of the ruins of the Kūṭāgarasālā amphitheater, the Markatahrada pond 

dug by monkeys so that the Buddha could bathe there, and the Ashoka Pillar still 

intact (3rd century B.C.). 

 

 

 
 

The memorial Ashoka pillar still intact 
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After king Suddhodana died, Queen Maha Gautami, the Buddha's foster 

mother, with her 500 maids, walked on foot from Kapilavastu to Vaisali where 

Buddha Shakyamuni was at that time. She asked the Buddha to allow them to 

follow him as nuns in the Sangha. Their feet were bleeding. Buddha didn’t want to 

accept them for several reasons. But when Ananda, his disciple and personnel 

attendant asked him “Could women become Buddha?” he answered “Yes”. Thus 

Maha Gautami and her maids were admitted to join the Sangha. 

 

December 27th, 2010: The Lumbini Garden (Lâm-Tỳ-Ni) in southern 

Nepal  

 

As the birthplace of the Buddha, attested by the inscription on the Ashoka 

pillar, the sacred area of Lumbini is one of the most important holy places of one 

of the world's great religions. Lumbini presents archeological remains of buddhist 

monasteries and buddhist commemorative stupas dating from the 3rd century BC 

to the 15th century AD, which provide important testimony on the nature of 

Buddhist pilgrimage centers since very ancient times. 

 

 
 

 
 

  The Lumbini garden: A new temple and the Ashoka memorial pillar 
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More than 2500 years ago, Queen Maha Maya, wife of king Suddhodana of 

Kapilavastu, of the Shakya clan, had a strange and wonderful dream in which a 

white elephant with 6 tusks and radiating a dazzling light approached to dissolve in 

her. The queen woke up feeling full of unprecedented happiness. Informed of this 

dream, the sages of the court declared that the queen would give birth to a son 

promised to a bright future.  

As was the custom, when the time of deliverance was near, the queen, 

accompanied by her retinue, returned to her parents. On the way she stopped to rest 

in the splendid gardens of Lumbini, and there, clinging to the branch of a tree, the 

Queen gave birth to her child: 

                 

Prince Siddhartha Gautama (Thái-tử Tất-Đạt-Đa).  

It was in the year 623 BC. 

 

We visited the “ruins” of the royal city of Kapilavastu where Prince 

Siddhartha lived until he was 29 years old. 

 

 

 
 

The Nepali archeologists have identified the archeological site 

of Tilaurakot as the possible historic site of Kapilavastu 
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There were many miraculous events accompanying the birth of Prince 

Siddhartha. The sages predicted that he would be a great man, an omnipotent king. 

King Suddhodana was particularly proud of his son, thinking that he would be a 

king even more powerful than himself. 
 

However, one of the wise men predicted that the prince would choose the 

life of a poor man to save humanity. Fearing that this last prediction would come 

true, the king arranged for his son an exclusive environment of pleasure, luxury 

and beauty. He had three palaces built in the precincts of the city, for the three 

seasons: spring, summer and autumn-winter. Thus the young prince grew up, 

confined in the royal city, between these three palaces, protected by his father so 

that he could neither see nor know life’s disgraces.  
 

When the prince was 29 years old, the king considered giving him the 

throne. The prince asked permission to take a tour of the royal city. The king 

agreed thinking that his son must know his people in order to rule effectively. 

During this trip, the prince discovered the endemic suffering that no one could 

escape. 
 

A striking expression illustrates the misery of human life: “To be born, to 

age, to be sick, to die is to suffer”. Throughout life, suffering manifests itself in all 

its forms, at the slightest opportunity it manifests itself through an act or a feeling 

of man. So love is suffering when you lose a loved one or you are separated from 

him. Hatred is pain when one thinks of hurting the enemy. Desire is suffering when 

we do not get what we aspire to or lose what we hold most. Dissatisfaction is 

pain… Suffering is inseparable from human life. 
 

The prince then decided to leave the palace and went in search of the Truth: 

“Where does suffering come from, how to free ourselves from suffering”. 

 

December 28th, 2010: We visited the Jeta-Anāthapindika grove in 

Sravasti. 
 

When Buddha accepted the invitation of the wealthy Anathapindika (Cấp 

Cô Độc) to come to Sravasti, the latter hurried to find a suitable place to build the 

residence of Buddha and the Sangha. He discovered the grove belonging to Prince 

Jetakumāra (Kỳ-Đà). He begged the prince to sell it to him; the prince replied, 

“You will never be able to have it ! I'll only sell it if you cover the whole surface of 

the grove with gold”. Anathapindika accepted the price and sent carts and carts of  
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gold to line the ground with gold coins juxtaposed. However, this first convoy of 
gold was not enough to cover the whole field of the grove; there was still a piece of 

land near the gate not yet covered with gold, Anāthapindika ordered his servants to 

bring other carts of gold. 

But, deeply moved by the sincerity and enthusiasm of Anathapindika, the 

prince begged him to leave him this piece of land, which would be his own 

contribution. And so together they built the monastery, and the residence of 

Buddha. The monastery was always mentioned in the sutras as “Jeta-

Anāthapindika ārāma”. (“ārāma” in pali means residence in the rainy season). 

 

Most of the sutras have been taught here, including the sutra on the Pure 

Land of Amitabha,  which  we  have  often  recited,  beginning with:  “So did I 

hear the Buddha one day when he was staying near Sravasti in the monastery of 

Jeta-Anathapindika grove... " (Như thị ngã văn, nhứt thời Phật tại Xá Vệ quốc Kỳ-

Thọ Cấp-Cô-Độc viên…). 

 

 

 
 

The Jeta-Anathapindika grove 

 
December 29th, 2010: Kushinagara where Buddha entered Nirvana. 

 

It was in a small white sandalwood grove Buddha ate a meal with a 

blacksmith named Cunda (Thuần-Đà). He served the Buddha a mushroom soup. 

Buddha knew that it was an extremely poisonous mushroom.  
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The disciples were very afraid for Cunda, but Buddha ordered Ananda to 

ensure that no one disturb his last guest.  Cunda was distraught thinking that he had 

poisoned Buddha. But Ananda consoled him by saying that he had, in fact, gained 

a lot of merit by making the last offering to Buddha before he went to Nirvana. It is 

said that Cunda reached the stage of "without relapse" on his way to the 

Bodhisattva.  

 

Buddha exhaled in meditation, smiling, lying on his right side, face turned 

west, head north: This was how he entered nirvana. 
 

He was 80 years old. 
 

To Ananda who was worried about no longer having a teacher, the Buddha 

said: “The Teaching I have left will be your teacher”. 

 

 

 
 

Statue of Buddha reclining at the Mahaparinirvana Temple 

 
 

During the last forty-five years of his life, Buddha Siddhartha Shakyamuni 

traveled all over the valley of the Ganga River and its tributaries, preaching his 

doctrine. His teaching was always adapted to the receptivity of his audience. 
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At the Mahaparinirvana Temple we were able to contemplate and 

prostrate ourselves before the statue of Buddha reclining. Pilgrims from all over 

the world came here to contemplate the statue of the Buddha; there were some who 

were sticking gold leaves to the heels of the Buddha statue. The temple was always 

packed with pilgrims. 

 

Seven days after his death, the body of Buddha was cremated on a 

sandalwood pyre. Buddha had instructed his disciples to leave the task to the 

nobles of the Malla tribe of the region.  

 

But  when  they  lit  the fire,  they  did  not succeed. It was not until the 

return of Mahakassapa who was on a teaching tour elsewhere. Mahakassapa came 

back quickly. It is  said  that  when  Mahakassapa  arrived,  Buddha's  foot  stuck 

outside the pyre so that Mahakassapa could touch his head there as a tribute to the 

master, then the pyre lit itself according to the sutra Agama (Kinh Trường-A-Hàm). 

 

 

 
 

Statue of Buddha reclining at the Mahaparinirvana Temple 
(Picture taken from Internet) 

 

    
The ashes of Buddha were divided into 8 parts, and given to 8 of the 16 countries 

of India at that time.  

 

What is the “Nirvana” ?  

 

The Venerable Thich-Nguyên-Hung said: It is the state of a being which is 

no longer subject to changes or modifications and is definitively free from form, as 
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well as from all other accidents or links of manifested existence. The four virtues 

of Nirvana are: permanence, joy, the self, and serenity. 
 

* Permanence (Thường): The non-change. Being located outside of 

space/time, the nirvana knows no end. 
 

* Joy (Lạc): The existence we know is imbued with suffering. The purpose 

of the Buddha's teaching is not to endure suffering but to rejoice in joy. 
 

* The self (Ngã): For Buddhism, the feeling of “I am” is not only illusory 

but the fact of considering all the aggregates as a self and to attach to it is the 

essential cause of suffering. At the moment of leaving life, every human being 

attached to the feeling of the self, feels a strong desire for the continuity of this 

self. It is this desire that leads him to rebirth in the endless cycle of suffering. Thus 

the purely individual notion of the personality must disappear in favor of a 

perception of a “suprapersonal self”, the “no-self” (vô-ngã). 
 

* Serenity (Tịnh): The world in which we live is defiled by sorrow and 

suffering. With a sorrowful heart torn by suffering, we cannot conceive of the 

serenity of the Buddha's pure land. We must free ourselves from all sorrow and 

suffering to achieve serenity.  
 

December 30th, 2010: 
 

On the road to New Delhi, we visited the mausoleum Taj Mahal in Agra, 

classified as the 7th wonder of the world. 
 

This is a huge mausoleum all in solid white marble, built on the banks of 

the Yamuna River, by the Mughal Emperor Shah Djahan in honor of his wife 

Mumtaz Mahal, to immortalize his love for her. The queen died after giving birth 

to her 14th child. The construction of the mausoleum (early 1631) took 22 years. 
 

Afternoon: “Shopping”. 

Overnight at the Country Inn hotel in New Delhi.  

 

December 31st, 2010:  
 

We visited the National Museum of India in New Delhi. Here, we could 

contemplate the relics (ashes) of the Buddha, exhibited in a small massive gold 

stupa donated by the Thai King to the Museum. These relics were discovered by a 
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French archaeologist in 1918 in Uttar Pradesh. At that time, the relics were kept in 

a small gray marble urn with 3 partitions, bearing inscriptions consistent with the 

writings of the reign of king Ashoka and the relics belonging to Kapilavastu.  

           
Afternoon : “Shopping”  

In the evening: End of the pilgrimage and the big departure.  

            

The groups from Viet Nam and Australia were leaving around 7p.m. for the 

airport. Those of us from Europe, (France, Denmark and Germany) boarded the 

plane around 11 p.m. for Amsterdam, then from there, to each his own way!  

 

January 1st, 2011: 

 

At Amsterdam airport we all bid "goodbye" in a friendly warm 

embrace after so many days together. Everyone exchanged phone number, postal 

address, e-mail address…, hoping to keep in touch with each other. We also 

exchanged greetings for Happy New Year because it was the first day of the year! 

 

A little sadness aches in my heart because of the misery I saw of the people 

in India in these small towns, as well as in Viet Nam.  Why are these (Vietnamese) 

pagodas built in such excess? I wonder.  “What does Buddha think of this luxury ?” 

With all this money spent on these useless frivolities, we could have made 

charitable works of great size and long duration.  It's really sad ! 

 

I returned home in Périgueux at 3:00 p.m. in the afternoon of January the 

1st, 2011. After lighting an incense stick on the altar, to thank Buddha for allowing 

me to undertake  the  pilgrimage without  incident.  I immediately turned  on my 

computer to inform a friend (my medical advisor) of my safe return. She 

immediately replied: “Thank you for this news... I am reassured... You  have  been  

brave  to  go  to India under such conditions. You must have solid faith to do this 

and I admire you…” Suddenly I felt a twinge in my heart. “Did I really have faith? 

No!” It was just a rash decision on my part. I wanted to be more royalist than the 

king, by wanting to keep my promise! 

 

  “Oh merciful Buddha! Deign to accept my deep repentance!” I prayed 

humbly in my head and in my heart. 

 

 For a dozen days, the tune of a little and simple song but very cute, 

resonated constantly in my head: 
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 “Ai nói gì thì ta cứ nghe ... Let's sit down, and breathe deeply, the sadness 

will dissipate quickly ... Tra la la ... ” 

 

 It was the song that the Venerables often sang and that we picked up 

during long bus journeys. 

   

I have faithfully noted here what I have been able to record in my memory, 

and some of my personal thoughts. I dedicate this story to all the friends who 

undertook this pilgrimage with me. I wish all of them and their families, Health 

and Happiness on the threshold of the New Year of the Cat, hoping that we will 

have the opportunity to meet again one day. 

  

“ Ce n’est qu’un au revoir, mes frères…. ” 

  

 It’s only an “au-revoir” … Brothers !  Isn’t it ?”  We’ll meet again…  

 

 

Trần Khanh-Tương  

February, 2011  
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A modern bas-relief showing the first five disciples of Buddha 

worshipping the Wheel of Dharma.(Sarnath) 

 

 

 

 
 

      
 

                A snake charmer                        A special kind of bare wall decoration ? 
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An elephant behind our bus 

 

 
 

A dromedary herd 
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The mausoleum Taj Mahal 
 

 
 

A detail of the Mausoleum Taj Mahal 
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A ficus religiosa 

 

The Bodhi tree is a large tree up to 30 meters. From its branches hang aerial 

roots which; reaching the ground, give rise to new trunks surrounding the main one. The 

dropping leaves are heart-shaped, ending in a tapered tip. Related to religion they have 

become an iconographic, ornamental motif as well as a luck-charm. Pilgrims take the 

habit to bring back with them some Bodhi leaves. The fruits are about 1–1.5 cm which 

become violet when they are ripe.  

 

                          

The Bodhi leaves 
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Map  of  India 

 

 

 

https://quangduc.com/a74754/my-pilgrimage-to-india 
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